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This book is a comprehensive examination of the pyramid form as applied to architecture in
today's world of building, showing the form is superior to the traditional box shape, post and
beam construction we have accepted as a tradition. It addresses greater safety (withstanding
250mph winds and 8.0 magnitude earthquakes) and a 300% higher efficiency of energy
costs.Lower construction costs, a green certification unequaled to any other and the ideas of
focusing powers of energy that owners report about effecting their health, mental awareness,
intelligence, sleep, dreams and meditation.It covers the facts that have been proven in scientific
testing that pyramids improve, water quality, plant growth, mental attitudes, food storage times,
purity and strength of materials, drugs, foods and liquids within them.
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2013 by Dennis E. Hayespublished by Dennis E. HayesNo part of this book may be reproduced
or utilized in any form or by any means, mechanical of electronic without prior approval in writing
from the publisher.The Moral rights of the Author has been asserted.About the authorDennis E.
Hayes was born in Poplar Bluff, Missouri and grew up in Benton Harbor, Michigan. He studied
science and math in high school. He entered the U. S. Marine Corps in January of 1968 and
began his career in the sheet metal industry, after an honorable discharge from the U.S. Marine
Corps following his tour in Vietnam. He entered college in 1970 and studied science, math and
engineering in college while working nights as a set up man in a machine shop.From 1972 to
1975 he worked in exterior sheet metal for a union contractor in Colorado Springs, Colorado,
working on Commercial and Industrial Buildings.In 1975 he returned to the Kansas City area and
began working in the HVAC industry installing heating and cooling systems and was involved in
the HUD Disaster Relief efforts following the Kansas City flood of 1977.In the fall of 1977 he was
involved with building an earth contact solar home. He then worked as a designer in the cooling
tower industry then for penthouse heating and cooling units. He then worked as a mechanical
designer for hydraulic cranes and in 1978 began working as a contract tool designer working for
firms like Western Electric, Bendix Naval Weapons facility, Brunswick Aerospace and Aerotek
Engineering. In 1979 He designed the Arbelos Home, but it remained in his files until 2000.In
1982 he reentered the U.S. Marine Corps Select Reserves and help train the 24th Marine
Regiment, which in 1990 was deployed to the Gulf region for the liberation of Kuwait and
Operation Desert Shield and Desert Storm.In 1988 he began working as a contract machine
designer for Precise Tool and engineering designing special machines, high speed automation
and robotics. Contracts with other firms included Goodyear, General Motors, Ford Motor
Company, Chrysler Corporation, ABB, Coleman, Haldex Brake, Mac Truck, Kodak, Solar Tool
and Die, Bremson Photograhics, Russell Stover, Harley Davidson, Sika Corporation and
Honeywell.In 2000 he began working on pyramid home designs and for 5 years designed and
installed Kitchens and baths, with other projects in building rehab and remodeling.He is now
working on different literary works, some mechanical and design patents and promoting his
pyramid home designs in hopes of making the world a better place.ForwardThe pyramid is
currently experiencing a revival in architecture, an ageless design with a modern twist, by using
the latest materials available one can create the safest and most economical versions of one of
the oldest forms of design in architecture...the pyramid.In today’s world of trying to achieve
higher efficiency and the latest green building techniques , the form offers us the most logical
solution to address both of those issues. Offering us Superior Strength, a higher efficiency, more



economy, less expense, faster erection, and by far the most sustainable according to today’s
definition of sustainability.The Egyptians, the Mayan’s and others have befuddled mankind for
millenniums with the accuracy and monumental scale of their architecture. The beauty of the
pyramid is its simplicity. Its strength is rooted in natures own natural selection to attain a
balanced system. Its endurance is reflected by the fact they are the longest lasting structures
ever built on earth and it is found in nature everywhere, being the building block of the universe.It
is now time that we start looking at this ancient design to adapt to a more efficient and
economical method of building. By saving more energy we can greatly reduce the impact we are
now having on our fragile environment. It is imperative for us to make a major impact soon to
change the effects we have had on the earth’s climate and its natural resources, they are not
limitless.It is time for us to reduce our energy consumption and free up our incomes so we might
better afford the advantages technology now offers us. If you could reduce your energy bills to
1/3 of what they are now, what could you do with those funds? How about eliminating them all
together, or having the utility company pay you each month. It is easier than you think, the
technologies are here today, and many would rather you didn’t adopt them, since they would be
losing billions of the dollars that we pay to them each month. The answer lies in giving up our
centuries old ideas of architectural designs and our traditional ways of thinking about how to
enclose a living or working space.A pyramid home can be 300% more efficient than a box home
in its passive state and if you install PV solar panels, hot water collectors or wind turbines, the
efficiency increases even more. They will withstand winds of 250 mph or more, survive through
8.0 earthquakes and are extremely fire, mold and insect resistant when the right materials are
selected.If you want lower bills and a safer home for your family to live in, then the pyramid is the
next step towards financial stability in an uncertain economy. Not since Bucky Fuller introduced
the geodesic dome has a more viable alternative been available in the market. In today’s $100+
square foot cost for construction of a home the pyramid offers equivalent areas for less cost, with
all of the benefits mentioned above, plus a lower amount to finance in the beginning, saving
even more on a new home purchase. The next step is to let go of tradition and accept a new way
of thinking in order to change the world as we know it.Are you ready to change the world and
make a greater impact for the next generations? If so join me in a new journey towards the future.
We all need a change and the world needs a better option for survival. It is imperative that
something be done to change our direction and reduce our oil dependency. Mother Nature
dictates than we find a solution or perish.The pyramid is of course the simplest of the platonic
solids and one constructed in the golden ratio fits into a hemisphere, this is no accident, but a
design of the cosmos. It resonates with energy which gives it a power to transmit its energy to
things within it. A diamond crystal is two pyramids back to back, which just so happens to fit into
a sphere, the simplest solid of all and the most prevalent in the universe. Why does matter
accumulate into a sphere? It’s conservation of energy and quantum physics. Simplicity is beauty
and strength all rolled into one package. We cannot ignore the nature of the universe. We must
use it to our advantage if we are to progress in our intelligence. Designers are now realizing that



they have overlooked nature to often when coming up with ideas for advancing technology. We
can't change the future by holding on to the past.Once we get back to the age old wisdom of the
pyramid we could improve the world by using less energy and less fossil fuels, the blood of the
earth. It won’t last forever you know, and the environment can’t stand much more of the harm we
have been putting it through.It’s time we reclaim the wisdom that has been lost for so long by
exploring the options that exist in the simplicity of design. The Egyptians, the Mayans and the
Chinese could not have arrived at such a level of civilization without knowing that the pyramid
possessed a power that was universal to the universe. The pyramid is an energy machine that
needs to be used to save us from the peril that we are putting ourselves in. If we can reclaim the
knowledge the ancients had we can utilize solar energy and universal energies to benefit us in
so many ways and clean up the world we are devastating rapidly. It offers us the ability to live a
better life in a cleaner world.The boxes we now live in are not the most efficient shape we could
choose. They are not the safest shape either as we have seen from tornado and hurricane
destruction that literally wipes our homes from the face of the earth. We do have a better choice
and you will find it in this book. If we are to change the future, we must change the present, the
pyramid offers us that ability.Warning: The following pages contain vivid concepts of the future,
strong engineering language and should not be viewed by small children or people reluctant to
change.Chapter oneAn Introduction to the Pyramid HomeThroughout history, from 12,500 years
ago to modern times, man has experimented with many different types of designs and materials
with the goal of doing more with less. The adage that the old is new and the new is old holds
true today. The revival of old designs is rampant in the architectural community. A world famous
architect is famous for coining the phrase "Less is more". When applying design and function to
buildings no man in our recent history has done more to advance that goal than Buckminster
Fuller."Bucky" Fuller who was a philosopher, historian, poet, mathematician, engineer and the
inventor of the geodesic dome, introduced modern architects to a whole new world of choices in
construction methods.Today there is reason to examine a superior and competitive alternative to
the world of building design, the pyramid structure. There are three basic building blocks used in
our world of architecture, the box, the geodesic dome and the pyramid.Buckminster Fuller said
during the energy crisis of the 1970's "We don't have an energy crisis, we have an ignorance
crisis!" That is still true today, almost fifty years later. When are we going to overcome this
shortcoming in realization? Why have we ignored his wisdom. Why have we overlooked the
wisdom of the Egyptian pyramid culture.Nearly all of the architecture constructed today is some
form of "Post and Beam" construction. The creation of pre-manufactured trusses give us the
common features we see in today's homes, which is a box shape with a gabled roof and in most
cases no usable attic space. This method of building homes produces a simple box shaped
building with a trussed roof, which span vertical 2x4 or 2x6 wood studded framed walls. There is
a much larger world of geometry from which we can select from when we want to enclose a
space and call it a home or an office. However, tradition has kept us from seeing the alternatives
that are currently available to us. There are also many new choices in building materials



available that are more economical and more efficient than the ones traditionally used by
builders of the past and today. Our problem has been that we can't let go of tradition and we
have the mentality of "That's the way we've been doing it for years". Thus we don't consider any
other option.The world didn't seem to pay much attention when Buckminster Fuller applied for
patents on geodesic domes in 1951 and created "the most efficient structure". Until recently the
geodesic domes were widely recognized as the most efficient building system known in the
world of architecture. The main problem since Bucky introduced them has been adapting to the
very different appearing design. The dome was an extreme and radically different form than what
most people wanted in traditional homes and to what might be considered a marketable home.
Builders were reluctant to invest large amounts of cash into a project that they thought would be
tough to sell or resell, if a homeowner needed to move somewhere else in our mobile throw-
away society.The dome was actually quite a major improvement and advancement over the box
shape in many areas of comparison, but its unusual appearance discouraged that generation of
nostalgic home buyers from taking the leap into the future. Unfortunately this kept it from
achieving mass acceptance. Tradition has kept us from improving our methods of building and
improving life.There is a greatly superior design available in the pyramid, still using the traditional
square room plans as is usually seen in the box homes, with their gabled roofs. The pyramid
has the advantage of a simpler and age old form that is self supporting just like the dome is,
however four triangular walls form the roof as well as the walls. I refer to them as woofs. There is
no simpler, stronger, economical geometric form, nor a more efficient one that we can build than
a pyramid, without question. The current widely familiar rafter/hip and beam, framing method
has been the excepted rule until lately when the creation of a relatively new technology called
SIPs or (structural insulated panels) entered our marketplace. This method is widely growing in
acceptance by many home builders because they are stronger, use less wood and are quicker
to construct….very appealing to the go green builders of today and a much better option in the
increasing labor costs that the industry is experiencing.Adapting the pyramid shape to a single
or multi family dwelling unit, a commercial building or an office is simply a matter of building the
framework and using SIP panels to form the roof. The most logical approach was for the framing
to be within the SIP panels to create a more rigid self supporting structure that turns out to be
stronger and more economical than a stud framed one. This method uses less wood, saving our
trees, which is one of our most valuable resources. Pyramid homes require no load bearing
interior walls to support the roof, the roofs are self supporting, while interior variations of floor
plans within the pyramid can be almost limitless. Interior partitions can be built into the pyramid
shell or can be stand alone nonstructural space dividers, which can even be movable if desired,
much like the concept that started out the office cubicle, but very seldom ever got moved. Sound
and visual privacy along with many varieties of floor plans can all be achieved and, in most
cases these are much more enhanced in a pyramid shaped home and have vaulted ceilings.
Advantages of pyramid homes interiors include, greater freedom of floor plans; cathedral
ceilings without the cost of custom design; and unequalled evenness of heat, light, and sound



distribution throughout the structure. The energy that is resonated within a pyramid is also an
advantage that changes the whole game of living. You will read about this later.Besides the
pyramid home's unlimited interior variations, the pyramid shell also offers many more desirable
exterior options. Since the unique distribution of stresses that the pyramid shell has, as much as
half of the wall areas can be removed allowing for more natural solar input. These non-load
bearing openings can also be used to incorporate "A" frame type connectors to adjoin with other
pyramids and create walls that have conventional doors and windows. You can also create
extensions such as dormers, garages, greenhouses, carports, potting sheds, solariums, sun
porches or other structures. Adaptations of many designs provide a truly customized approach
to the basic structural form of the pyramid without having to settle for the cookie cutter plans
offered by most builders. Simpler is most always better and truly gives you more with
less.Exterior advantages of the pyramid include: a more natural blending of the pyramid shape
to many natural environments without extensive custom design, a much greater structural
strength and minimum violation of the ground and air space. By using natural color schemes in
the roofing materials, a pyramid home can almost blend into the surrounding trees of a mature
landscaped site or the natural stone around it. Why not have a little stealth in our buildings.Living
in a Pyramid HomeA pyramid is much more than a collection of triangles. The underlying
pyramidal symmetry provide spaciousness and strength to create a feeling of comfort that is not
expected by the combination of the triangles that make up a pyramid. A pyramid structure is
actually the very example of a 'gestalt happening'. "The whole is greater than the sum of its
parts". A pyramid home is all that and much more than you realize as you will soon find
out.Although many pyramid home owners descriptions of the advantages of living in a pyramid
home have been expressed, the subjective intangible advantages have, in most cases been
mentioned most often. The main outstanding feature in all home-sized pyramid shells is the
good feeling you get as you enter it. The spacious well lit interior seems much larger than the
outer curbside appearance suggests. Windows bring well controlled light and ventilation to the
interior with more efficiency than customary vertical windows of the same area used in
traditional box shaped homes. This creates the effect of living with the sky as a part of your
home, which increases the daytime lighting effect that we try to achieve with skylights and light
tubes. It gives you the feeling that you are much more in touch with nature and the outside
environment than we have in our box homes.
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Tony Herrera, “Great intro. Great intro to pyramids as Homes! It did have some great resources
but still- Looking forward to a sequel with layouts, images and construction methods.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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